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Abstract

Over the last decade, there has been a slow but steady accumulation of
psycholinguistic research focusing on typologically diverse languages. In
this review, we provide an overview of the psycholinguistic research on
Philippine languages at the sentence level. We first discuss the grammati-
cal features of these languages that figure prominently in existing research.
We identify four linguistic domains that have received attention from lan-
guage researchers and summarize the empirical terrain. We advance two
claims that emerge across these different domains: (a) The agent-first pres-
sure plays a central role in many of the findings, and (b) the generalization
that the patient argument is the syntactically privileged argument cannot
be reduced to frequency, but instead is an emergent phenomenon caused by
the alignment of competing pressures toward an optimal candidate.We con-
nect these language-specific claims to language-general theories of sentence
processing.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Much of what we know about sentence processing suffers from a lack of linguistic diversity, since
the data come primarily from Western (and a handful of East Asian), educated, rich, and demo-
cratic language users (Henrich et al. 2010). In fact, around a decade ago, only 10 languages made
up approximately 85% of the research on language processing (Anand et al. 2011). However, over
the last decade, there has been a slow but steady accumulation of psycholinguistic research fo-
cusing on typologically diverse languages. This emerging subfield has been referred to as field
psycholinguistics (Christianson & Cho 2009) or crosslinguistic psycholinguistics (Norcliffe et al.
2015), and its goal is to directly address the lack of linguistic diversity in the field by incorporating
data from understudied languages.

In this review, we focus on psycholinguistic research on Philippine languages1 at the sentence
level. While there has also been some lexical processing and bilingualism research on Philippine
languages, we do not cover it here. For example, Pizarro-Guevara (2017) and Cayado et al. (2023)
used masked priming lexical decision tasks to investigate the representations of morphologically
complex words when the root is obscured due to morphophonological processes in Cebuano and
Tagalog, respectively. Barrios & Bernardo (2012) examined linguistic transfer by looking at how
speakers of Cebuano and Chavacano, a Spanish-based creole spoken in the Philippines, acquire
Tagalog’s argument marking.

Philippine languages are important for sentential psycholinguists for the following reasons.
First, most Philippine languages are verb-initial (Reid & Liao 2004), which means that informa-
tion about argument structure, the selectional requirements that the predicate imposes, becomes
available early on. This early availability could then help guide incremental structure building
(Boland 1993, Trueswell et al. 1994). For example, in Kaqchikel, an unrelated language, there
is evidence that verb-initial utterances offer a processing advantage in comprehension, relative
to the more frequent subject-initial utterances (Koizumi et al. 2014). The researchers argued
that having the verbal complex in initial position is advantageous for comprehenders because it
allows for finer-grained predictions of the upcoming subject and object as a result of the person
and number markings on the verb. In the same vein, one could argue that the initial position
of the verbal complex in Philippine languages could also be leveraged by comprehenders in real
time.

Second, the verb exhibits rich verbal morphology (i.e., the Philippine voice system). This piece
of morphological information is intimately intertwined with how arguments are marked, how
postverbal arguments are ordered, and which arguments are privileged syntactically (Chen &
McDonnell 2019). These interactions make the verb a rich source of information, a nexus of lin-
guistic cues, that can then be leveraged to further guide what to expect about upcoming linguistic
material (Pizarro-Guevara & Wagers 2020).

Third, the more frequent structures are those where the patient/undergoer is the syntactically
privileged argument (Cooreman et al. 1984, Garcia et al. 2019, Nagaya 2019, Tanaka et al. 2022),
unlike in more familiar languages, where it is the agent. The prevalence of such structures has
been referred to as “patient primacy” in the Philippine linguistics literature (Ceña 1977). Thus,
these languages provide an ideal testing ground to investigate the extent to which sentence pro-
cessing is mediated by linguistic experience with the ambient language and perhaps by more

1While most of the languages spoken in the Philippine archipelago belong to the Austronesian language
family, a number of non-Austronesian languages are spoken in the archipelago, including Spanish-based creole
varieties, like Chavacano (Barrios & Bernardo 2012), and local Englishes (Gonzales 2017). Throughout, when
we use the term Philippine languages, we refer to the Austronesian languages.
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general principles, like agent preference in comprehension (Alday et al. 2014) or in event
perception (Sauppe & Flecken 2021) more generally, for example.

This review is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the grammatical features
of Philippine languages that figure prominently in the psycholinguistics literature. Section 3 iden-
tifies linguistic domains that have received attention from researchers and provides the empirical
terrain. Section 4 identifies certain commonalities that span these different domains. Section 5
concludes.

2. GRAMMATICAL FEATURES OF PHILIPPINE LANGUAGES

This section provides an overview of the grammatical features of Philippine languages that fig-
ure prominently in psycholinguistic research. To illustrate these features, we use Tagalog, an
Austronesian language spoken by approximately 22.5million native speakers (PSA 2021),2 because
much of the research has focused onTagalog.We acknowledge that the other Philippine languages
might not exhibit all of the features or might even have other features not discussed below.

2.1. Voice Morphology Cross-References the ang-Marked Argument

Many Philippine languages are head-initial, in which the predicate comes first in the clause (Reid
& Liao 2004). For example, Tagalog allows predicates of any category type: verbal, nominal, ad-
jectival, and prepositional (Richards 2009). Below, only verbal predicates are of interest. Tagalog
verbs typically carry what is often called voice morphology.3 Voice morphology cross-references
the argument in the clause that is marked with ang [aN], which may bear various thematic roles
(e.g., agent, patient, location, benefactee).

Sentences 1a–c have the same event structure—a child, a piece of cloth, and a market are in-
volved in a buying event—and the thematic roles assigned by the verb to its arguments remain
constant throughout. The verb form changes and the argument markers covary with the verb.
In example 1a, the verb exhibits agent voice (AV). The agent bata ‘child’ is marked with ang;
the patient tela ‘cloth’, with ng [naN]; and the location palengke ‘market’, with sa. In example 1b,
the verb exhibits patient voice (PV). The patient is now marked with ang; the agent, with ng;
and the location, still with sa. In example 1c, the verb exhibits locative voice (LV). The location is
now marked with ang; the remaining arguments, with ng (Table 1 summarizes argument marking
by voice in Tagalog):4

(1a) Bumili ang bata ng tela sa palengke
bought.av child cloth market

‘The child bought cloth at the market’ [Agent voice]

2The estimate of the number of Tagalog speakers increases dramatically if speakers of other Philippine lan-
guages are included, since most of them are early sequential bilinguals. They learn the language of the region
where they are from, and upon entry into the educational system, they learn Tagalog and English (Galang
1988, 2001). Even though the Philippine Constitution of 1987 declares Filipino to be the national language,
the Tagalog/Filipino distinction is a nonissue for us. We treat Tagalog and Filipino as one and the same.
Filipino is the standardized form of Tagalog that allows borrowings from other languages. For readers inter-
ested in the language ideologies surrounding the Tagalog/Filipino distinction, see Barrios (2014, appendix 2)
for a historical overview of how Filipino, the national language, came to be.
3Voice has also been called focus or trigger in the literature, and it should not be conflated with the active–
passive alternation in English and other more familiar languages (Foley 2008). For a review of the Philippine-
type voice system, see Chen & McDonnell (2019).
4The abbreviations used in the examples throughout are as follows: av, agent voice; lv, locative voice; pl,
plural; pv, patient voice; rp, recent perfective; sg, singular; uv, undergoer voice.
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Table 1 Argument marking by voice in Tagalog

Agent Patient Location
Agent voice ang ng sa
Patient voice ng ang sa
Locative voice ng ng ang

(1b) Binili ng bata ang tela sa palengke
bought.pv child cloth market

‘The child bought the cloth at the market’ [Patient voice]

(1c) Binilhan ng bata ng tela ang palengke
bought.lv child cloth market

‘The child bought (the) cloth at the market’ [Locative voice]
(Rackowski & Richards 2005)

We start with an overview of the voice system because this part of the grammar interacts with
many other parts. For example, as discussed above, it interacts with argument marking, and as we
discuss in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, respectively, it also interacts with the order of elements postver-
bally and with the eligibility to participate in filler–gap (or movement) dependencies. Note that
some researchers sometimes collapse the non-AV voices and refer to this class as undergoer voice
(UV).This terminology is particularly relevant in the various corpus studies peppered throughout
Section 3.

2.2. A Brief but Necessary Excursus: Subjecthood Is Not Unproblematic

The notion of subjecthood in Philippine languages is not uncontroversial, because there is a bifur-
cation of the syntactic properties that are crosslinguistically controlled by the argument referred
to as the subject in more familiar languages. Some of these properties are controlled by the agent
and others by the ang-marked argument. Kroeger (1993) details this bifurcation in Tagalog, and
we summarize it in Table 2.

This bifurcation led to different views in terms of how grammatical relations (e.g., subject,
object, indirect object) map onto thematic relations and, ultimately, to different views about the
languages’ morphological alignment (e.g., nominative–accusative, ergative–absolutive, or even its
own type). It is outside the scope of this review to provide a more detailed treatment of this
topic. Throughout, we avoid using grammatical relations and frame findings in terms of thematic
roles.

Table 2 Bifurcation of subject properties in Tagalog

Property Agent argument ang-marked argument
Obligatory element of the clause No Yes
Launches quantifier float No Yes
Controls optional agreement in adjectives

and verbs
No Yes

Addressee of imperatives Yes No
Can antecede a reflexive irrespective of marking Yes No
Targeted by control constructions Yes No
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2.3. Word Order Is Relatively Free, but Interacts with Voice

The basic word order of Tagalog is verb-initial, but the postverbal order is relatively flexible
(Schachter & Otanes 1983). This flexibility is demonstrated in examples 2a–f:

(2a) Nagbigay ng libro sa babae ang lalaki
gave.av book woman man

‘The man gave the woman a book’ [Verb-Theme-Recipient-Agent]

(2b) Nagbigay ng libro ang lalaki sa babae [Verb-Theme-Agent-Recipient]

(2c) Nagbigay ang lalaki ng libro sa babae [Verb-Agent-Theme-Recipient]

(2d) Nagbigay ang lalaki sa babae ng libro [Verb-Agent-Recipient-Theme]

(2e) Nagbigay sa babae ang lalaki ng libro [Verb-Recipient-Agent-Theme]

(2f ) Nagbigay sa babae ng libro ang lalaki [Verb-Recipient-Theme-Agent]
(Schachter & Otanes 1983)

Some word orders are more natural than others, however. Researchers have identified vari-
ous pressures that affect word order. Billings (2005) demonstrated that ang-marked arguments
prefer to be clause-final (i.e., ang-last), while Aldridge (2004) showed that agents prefer to be
immediately postverbal (i.e., agent-first). Kroeger (1993) identified three competing pressures:
(a) ang-last; (b) agent-first; and (c) heavyNP shift, which is the tendency to have “heavier” elements
follow “lighter” elements.

The following sentences exemplify how these pressures interact. When the verb has PV, the
verb-agent-patient order in example 3a is reported to be more natural than the verb-patient-agent
order in example 3b. Example 3a satisfies both agent-first and ang-last, holding heaviness constant,
while example 3b violates both:

(3a) Pinatay ng balyena ang pating
killed.pv whale shark

‘The whale killed the shark’ [Verb-Agent-Patient]

(3b) Pinatay ang pating ng balyena
killed.pv shark whale

‘The whale killed the shark’ [Verb-Patient-Agent]
(Hsieh 2016)

When the verb has AV, the verb-agent-patient order in example 4a and the verb-patient-agent
order in example 4b are equally natural, holding heaviness constant. Both word orders satisfy one
pressure at the other’s expense:

(4a) Pumatay ang balyena ng pating
kill.av whale shark

‘The whale killed a shark’ [Verb-Agent-Patient]

(4b) Pumatay ng pating ang balyena
kill.av shark whale

‘The whale killed a shark’ [Verb-Patient-Agent]
(Hsieh 2016)

Because of Tagalog’s verb initiality and the interaction between voice and argument marking,
speakers already have enough information to commit to a thematic role assignment of the first
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noun even before encountering it. Whether and how they use these highly reliable cues are em-
pirical questions. In Section 3.1, we discuss the strands of research that leverage this word order
flexibility and voice’s interaction with how arguments are marked. The first strand investigates the
extent to which speakers use ang and ng to assign thematic relations to arguments in real time and
the extent to which they adopt a word order strategy. The second strand investigates the extent to
which speakers are sensitive to the competing pressures that affect postverbal word order.

2.4. Only ang-Marked Arguments Can Participate in Filler–Gap Dependencies

Voice interacts with filler–gap dependencies (FGDs), like relativization. This interaction has been
called many names in the generative syntax literature, ranging from “subject-only restriction”
(Keenan & Comrie 1977) to “absolutive restriction on Ā-extraction” (Aldridge 2008). The re-
ceived generalization is as follows: The ang-marked argument is the only argument eligible to
participate in FGDs (Aldridge 2017,Ceña 1979,Law 2016,Rackowski&Richards 2005,Schachter
1977). In other words, the filler—the argument that participates in FGDs—must match the argu-
ment cross-referenced by voice, as shown in examples 5a–d.When the verb has AV, the agent can
be relativized but the patient cannot, as in examples 5a and 5b, respectively. When the verb has
PV, the patient can be relativized but the agent cannot, as in examples 5c and 5d, respectively. For
ease of exposition, we exemplify the generalization using AV and PV. This restriction on FGDs
extends to the other voices in the language as well (Rackowski & Richards 2005):

(5a) Iyon ang babae-ng bumili ng baro

that woman-that bought.av dress
‘That’s the woman who bought a dress’ [AV; agent is relativized]

(5b) ∗Iyon ang baro-ng bumili ang babae
that dress-that bought.av woman

Intended: That’s the dress that the woman bought [AV; patient is relativized]

(5c) Iyon ang baro-ng binili ng babae

that dress-that bought.pv woman
‘That’s the dress that the woman bought’ [PV; patient is relativized]

(5d) ∗Iyon ang babae-ng binili ang baro

that dress-that bought.pv woman
Intended: That’s the woman who bought the dress [PV; agent is relativized]
(Schachter 1977)

In FGDs, because there is a one-to-one mapping between voice and the identity of the filler,
voice could allow speakers to commit to an interpretation as early as the verb. Upon encountering
the verb, comprehenders already have enough information to evaluate the thematic fit of the filler
and to generate expectations about upcoming arguments. They have information about the event
structure via the lexical semantics of the verb and the thematic role of the filler via the interaction
between voice and FGD formation. In Section 3.3, we discuss whether and how voice is used to
actively resolve FGDs.

2.5. Relative Clauses Also Exhibit Word Order Flexibility

Philippine languages are typologically rare (Dryer 2013) in that they allow the head noun to
surface in a variety of positions with respect to a relative clause (RC) modifier. Tagalog demon-
strates this flexibility in examples 6a–d (Aldridge 2017, Law 2016). The head noun may surface
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before the RC, as in example 6a. It may also surface after the RC, as in example 6b. It may
surface in a position that seems internal to the RC, as in example 6c. Finally, it may be null, as in
example 6d:

(6a) ang libro-ng binili ng babae
book-that bought.pv woman

‘the book that the woman bought’ [Head-initial RC]

(6b) ang binili ng babae-ng libro
bought.pv woman-that book

‘the book that the woman bought’ [Head-final RC]

(6c) ang binili-ng libro ng babae
bought.pv-that book woman

‘the book that the woman bought’ [Head-internal RC]

(6d) ang binili ng babae
bought.pv woman

‘what the woman bought’ [Headless RC]
(Aldridge 2017)

Most research on RC processing has revolved around the question of whether RCs involving
AV (agent-gap RCs) and RCs involving PV (patient-gap RCs) are processed differently. Many of
these studies have focused only on head-initial RCs. Only a few have directly compared RC pro-
cessing in head-initial and head-final configurations. In Section 3.4, we discuss when researchers
have found differences between agent-gap and patient-gap RCs, and when such differences are
attenuated or neutralized.

3. WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT PHILIPPINE SENTENCE PROCESSING

This section provides an overview of the different domains that have received some attention from
researchers. Section 3.1 covers the research on simple declaratives, which, for present purposes,
correspond to sentences that exhibit verb-initial word order. Section 3.2 discusses a particular
subtype of simple declaratives that involve reflexive pronouns as coarguments. Section 3.3 focuses
on FGDs, and Section 3.4 takes a closer look at a particular type of FGD, namely RCs.

3.1. Simple Declaratives

Tagalog is a verb-initial language that exhibits richmorphology and relatively free word order.The
voice on the verb interacts with how the arguments are marked and how they are ordered. The
first strand of research investigates the extent to which speakers use voice and argument marking
(i.e., ang and ng) to assign thematic relations to arguments in real time and the extent to which
they adopt a word order strategy (i.e., to assign the agent role to the first noun they encounter,
irrespective ofmarking),which has beenwidely observed in children crosslinguistically (Chan et al.
2009). The second strand investigates the extent to which speakers are sensitive to the competing
pressures that affect postverbal word order.

3.1.1. The ang-marked argument is typically not the agent. Garcia & Kidd (2022) recently
collected and analyzed a cross-sectional spoken corpus from 20 child–guardian pairs, and they
showed that UV (i.e., all the non-AV voices combined) is more frequent than AV in child-directed
speech (AV = 31%; UV = 69%). These results corroborate earlier findings by Garcia et al. (2019)
and Cooreman et al. (1984), which were based on a longitudinal spoken corpus (Marzan 2013) and
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a written corpus, respectively. Sauppe et al. (2013) reported similar findings in picture descriptions
(AV = 36%; PV = 64%), as did Tanaka et al. (2022) (AV = 30%; PV = 63%).

Interestingly, Garcia et al. (2021) found that around half of the verbs were not inflected for
voice. This is ungrammatical but seems to be a characteristic of child-directed speech. Based on
the context and marking on the nouns, 82% of utterances with uninflected verbs should have been
marked by one of the UVs. This finding is also reflected in the speech of 2- to 4-year-olds (Garcia
&Kidd 2022),who first producemostly verbs that are not voice-marked.Once they start inflecting
the verbs, they show more frequent use of UV than AV (AV = 39%; UV = 61%). Taken together,
these findings demonstrate that the ang-marked argument is typically not the agent in the input
received by children.

3.1.2. Children show a patient voice advantage in comprehension and production. Acqui-
sition experiments on thematic role assignment have typically focused on identifying the types
of cues children use, especially when these cues point to different thematic assignments. A few
studies have investigated the extent to which Tagalog-speaking children use the interaction be-
tween voice on the verb and argument marking on the noun, and the extent to which they adopt
a first-noun-as-agent strategy in comprehending simple transitive sentences.

Recent experiments show a PV advantage, where children performed in a more adultlike
way when the verb had PV, compared with when it had AV. For example, Garcia et al. (2019)
found that children were equally accurate in both orders when the verb had PV. When the verb
had AV, children were more accurate when the agent was mentioned first. Furthermore, they
showed longer listening times when the sentence they had heard and the picture in front of them
showed a role reversal, compared with when the sentence and the picture had matched, in PV but
not in AV. Taken together, these findings suggest that PV gives children an advantage in detecting
mismatches to thematic assignments.

In an eye-tracking and picture selection task, 5- and 7-year-olds showed above-chance accu-
racy when the verb had PV, irrespective of the order of the arguments. Meanwhile, they were
above chance in AV only when the agent was first (Garcia et al. 2020). Children’s eye movements
indicated that when the verb had PV, there was a high proportion of looks to the target picture,
irrespective of word order. On the other hand, in AV, agent-initial sentences had a higher pro-
portion of looks to the target picture, relative to agent-last sentences. These results indicate a PV
advantage, showing that children can reliably use the information provided by voice and argu-
ment marking to assign thematic roles in PV. For AV, they seem to rely on a word order strategy,
corroborating an earlier finding by Segalowitz & Galang (1978).

In terms of production,Garcia et al. (2018) and Garcia &Kidd (2020) provided a voice-marked
verb prompt and asked 3-, 5-, and 7-year-olds to describe a picture. These studies show that chil-
dren made more mistakes in marking the noun when given a verb with AV versus a verb with
PV. Most of the errors of younger children were dropping one of the noun markers, while the
older children showed noun-marking reversals: They switched the ang and the ngmarkers. These
errors indicate that children might have been using the marking associated with PV as a default
template, resulting in errors in AV.

3.1.3. Adults leverage the early availability of verb and argument markers in comprehen-
sion. Sauppe (2016) investigated the kinds of information that speakers use to predict upcoming
arguments. They used a visual world eye-tracking paradigm and presented participants with a
visual display containing the agent, the patient, and a distractor and a recording of a transitive
sentence that manipulated the voice on the verb (AV, PV, and no voice using recent perfectives).
For example, participants were presented with a visual display consisting of a frog, a fly, and a
printer. They then heard the sentence kakainin. . . (literal: will eat.pv. . .). Upon hearing the verb,
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participants directed their looks to the agent (i.e., the frog) irrespective of the voice manipula-
tion, which the author interpreted as adult speakers using the lexical semantics of the verb to
immediately assign thematic roles.

Using a picture selection task with eye tracking,Garcia et al. (2020) showed that, as soon as both
the voice-marked verb and the first noun are available, adults assign thematic roles and correctly
identify which of the two pictures in front of them (e.g., a pig pulling a cow or a cow pulling a
pig) matches the sentence they heard. To get a finer-grained picture of whether it was sufficient
to have only voice and the marking of the first NP to predict the upcoming first noun and its
thematic role, Garcia et al. (2021) increased the distance between the argument marker and the
first noun by adding a temporal adverb and adjective in between, and presented participants with
a sentence that always matched the picture in front of them. The researchers examined whether
participants look at the upcoming first noun even before it is mentioned. The results showed that
participants predicted the upcoming argument noun in PV but not in AV. A similar advantage
for PV has been found through different methodologies: self-paced listening (Garcia et al. 2019),
self-paced reading with a truth value judgment task, self-paced reading with a memory load task,
and rapid serial visual presentation (Bondoc 2020).

These results show how Tagalog speakers use the early availability of the verb, voice, and ar-
gument markers in comprehension. Moreover, these findings indicate a processing advantage of
PV over AV that reflects the distribution of voice in the language.

3.1.4. Adults are sensitive to agent-first and ang-last pressures when determining postver-
bal word order. Hsieh (2016) presented participants with sentences that varied as to whether
the verb had AV or PV and whether the two NPs that followed bore ang-ng or ng-ang marking.
Participants were tasked with repeating the sentence and rating the naturalness of the sentences
heard. Of particular interest are their naturalness ratings: Participants gave the highest ratings
when the verb had PV, ng on NP1 and ang on NP2; the lowest ratings when the verb had PV, ang
on NP1 and ng on NP2; and somewhere in between when the verb had AV. Framed differently,
participants gave the highest ratings when the sentences satisfied both agent-first (which is sig-
naled by the interaction between PV and ng on NP1) and ang-last; the lowest ratings when the
sentences violated both pressures; and ratings somewhere in between when the sentences satisfied
one at the expense of the other.

In a sentence completion task, Bondoc & Schafer (2022) investigated the order in which argu-
ments appear when given the beginning of a sentence containing a verb with voice—AV, PV, and
two others called benefactive and instrumental voices, where the benefactee and the instrument
are ang-marked, respectively—and a visual display that depicted the arguments of the verb that was
provided. For example, participants were supplied with. . .niluto kani-kanina lang (‘. . .just cooked
earlier’; literal: cooked.pv earlier just) and were shown a visual display consisting of a woman, a
little girl, a pan, and spaghetti. They found that when participants were supplied with AV, about
half of the time, the first NP participants produced was the agent; and the other half of the time,
it was the patient. In UV (i.e., non-AV voices), the first NP was the agent at least 75% of the
time. The second NP that participants produced was the ang-marked argument. These results
replicate earlier findings by Garcia et al. (2018), who also used a sentence completion study with
voice-marked verb prompts, and those by Bondoc et al. (2018), who used a picture description
task. The same strong preference for agent-first in PV and flexible word order choice for AV were
also observed in recent structural priming experiments (Garcia et al. 2023).

Sauppe et al. (2013) used a picture description task and found a similar yet slightly different
distribution. They found that, overall, PV accounted for 64% of the descriptions, while AV ac-
counted for 36%. When broken down by the order of arguments, in PV, 97% were agent-first
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descriptions. Meanwhile, in AV, 85% were agent-last/ang-last. These findings suggest that speak-
ers prefer to produce sentences that satisfy both agent-first and ang-last. They may have different
weights, however.

3.2. Reflexive Dependencies

There are two strands of research in the domain of reflexive dependencies. The first strand inves-
tigates how voice interacts with argument marking and word order, akin to the type of research
in the domain discussed above. Sentences 7a–d demonstrate this interaction:

(7a) Nagkamot ang lalaki ng sarili niya
scratched.av man self 3sg

‘The man scratched himself’ [Verb-Agent-Reflexive]

(7b) Nagkamot ng sarili niya ang lalaki
scratched.av self 3sg man

‘The man scratched himself’ [Verb-Reflexive-Agent]

(7c) Kinamot ng lalaki ang sarili niya
scratched.pv man self 3sg

‘The man scratched himself’ [Verb-Agent-Reflexive]

(7d) Kinamot ang sarili niya ng lalaki
scratched.pv self 3sg man

‘The man scratched himself’ [Verb-Reflexive-Agent]
(Bondoc et al. 2019)

The second strand examines whether comprehenders attend to potential antecedents that are not
licensed by the grammar, that is, in configurations that are not compliant with Principle A of
Binding Theory (Chomsky 1981).

3.2.1. Reflexives do not show themselves much in the input. Bondoc et al. (2019) conducted
a corpus analysis of the distribution of reflexives in child-directed Tagalog using a longitudinal
corpus (Marzan 2013). Unsurprisingly, reflexives are quite rare in the input—of the 39,210 adult
utterances, only 33 (fewer than 1%) contained a reflexive. The authors observed that there was
a strong preference to have the agent follow the verb and to have the reflexive, which is almost
always ang-marked, in final position. Of the 33 utterances with a reflexive, 32 (97%) exhibited this
pattern. These corpus findings are consistent with the prevalence of UV in simple declaratives
and with the idea that postverbal word order is a product of the interaction between agent-first
and ang-last (Kroeger 1993).

3.2.2. Reflexives behave like simple declaratives. Bondoc et al. (2019) also conducted a sen-
tence production experiment to investigate the order in which arguments appear when given a
verb with voice and a visual display involving a semantically transitive predicate performed either
to oneself or to another person. For example, participants were given binasa [binasaP] (splashed.pv)
and a visual display of a girl splashing herself or someone else with water. The participants’ task
was to use the verb provided to produce a sentence that describes the visual display. They found
that when adults were given PV and they produced a target sentence (i.e., one with a reflexive),
they produced the verb-ng agent-ang reflexive order around 86% of the time and the alternative
order around 4% of the time. When adults were given AV and they produced a target sentence,
they produced the verb-ang agent-ng reflexive around 75% of the time and the alternative or-
der around 15% of the time. Overall, children produced fewer target responses. When they did
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produce a reflexive, it was qualitatively similar to the adults’. When given PV, they produced the
verb-ng agent-ang reflexive order around 35% of the time and the alternative order around 9%
of the time.When given AV, they produced the verb-ang agent-ng reflexive order around 25% of
the time and the alternative order around 4% of the time.

The finding that in PV both children and adults overwhelmingly produce the verb-ng agent-
ang reflexive order is consistent with how agent-first and ang-last interact. Both pressures are
satisfied in the order above. At first blush, the finding that in AV both children and adults seem to
prefer the verb-ang agent-ng reflexive order seems unexpected, given what we have seen thus far.
We might expect there to be no preference in AV since either agent-first or ang-last is satisfied at
the expense of the other.We conjecture that there is a preference for the verb-ang agent-ng reflex-
ive because it in fact satisfies two pressures: agent-first and heavy-last. It could be that the reflexive
is treated as heavier than a regular NP since it is a morphologically complex word involving the
word for self and a pronoun. When viewed in this way, the second finding is also consistent with
the idea that competing pressures govern postverbal word order, as discussed in Section 2.3.

3.2.3. Comprehenders momentarily consider grammatically illicit antecedents. Pizarro-
Guevara & Dillon (2020) conducted a self-paced reading experiment using a number mismatch
paradigm to examine the extent to which Tagalog comprehenders attend to the number features
of potential antecedents that are not licensed by the grammar. They compared the reading times
of sentences like that in example 8. The grammatically licit antecedent mga dalaga is plural, while
the grammatically illicit antecedent was either the singular tambay or the plural mga tambay. The
difference in how the reflexive is read, if any,when the illicit antecedent is singular or plural indexes
the extent to which comprehenders attended to the number feature of the grammatically illicit
antecedent.They had comprehension questions to determine how speakers ultimately interpreted
said sentences:

(8) Pinupuri ng mga dalaga na hinaharana ng (mga) tambay gabi-gabi ang
praise.pv pl woman that serenade.pv pl loiterer nightly
kanilang mga sarili. . .
themselves

‘The women who the loiterer(s) serenade(s) every night praise themselves. . .’

Pizarro-Guevara & Dillon (2020) found that the ultimate interpretation of the reflexive, as
indexed by their comprehension questions after the presentation of each sentence, was not influ-
enced by the number features of the grammatically illicit antecedent.They interpreted this finding
as being consistent with Principle A of Binding Theory (Chomsky 1981). When they considered
the reading times at the reflexive, they found that the reflexive took a longer time to read when
the grammatically illicit antecedent was singular compared with when it was plural. This observa-
tion suggests that speakers were attending to the features of the grammatically illicit antecedent
momentarily, even when their ultimate interpretations did not.

Pizarro-Guevara et al. (2022) partially replicated these findings. In another self-paced reading
study, they found that the number feature of the grammatically illicit antecedent had very little
impact on the final interpretation of the reflexive.When they considered the participants’ reading
times, however, they found no evidence that participants were attending to the number features
of the grammatically licit antecedent. While they had collected data from 104 participants, only
58 were left after adoption of the same exclusion criteria as in the earlier study. Their results were
trending in the same direction as the effects found in the earlier study, which they conjectured was
due to low power. This is consistent with recent research by Jäger et al. (2017), which suggests
that the effect size of the predicted interference in reading measures is likely quite small and easily
requires more than 100 participants to yield sufficient power to detect the effect.
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3.3. Filler–Gap Dependencies

FGDs challenge comprehenders with incremental uncertainty. When confronted with uncer-
tainty, comprehenders could wait until all the bottom-up information becomes available. Alterna-
tively, they could actively construct dependencies even in the absence of disambiguating informa-
tion. A wealth of evidence suggests that comprehenders do the latter: They actively posit a gap at
each position that could potentially resolve the dependency (Frazier 1987,Frazier&Clifton 1987).

To date, only one study has investigated whether and how voice is used as a cue in FGD pro-
cessing. Given the interaction between voice and FGD formation, as discussed in Section 2.4,
Pizarro-Guevara &Wagers (2020) hypothesized that comprehenders would leverage this interac-
tion to commit to an interpretation as early as the verb. They reasoned that, upon encountering
the verb, comprehenders already have information about the event structure (via the lexical se-
mantics of the verb) and the thematic role of the filler (via the interaction between voice and
FGD formation). At this point, comprehenders should have enough information to evaluate the
thematic fit of the filler.

Before proceeding, we note that even though RCs are a type of FGD, RCs are covered sepa-
rately since the questions asked in that domain are related to but different from the questions of
whether and how voice is used in real time. For RC processing, see Section 3.4.

3.3.1. Agent voice is a better cue for an agent gap than patient voice is for a patient gap.
The hypothesis presented above hinges on the assumption that the received generalization of
the interaction between voice and FGD formation is robust. That is, the hypothesis assumes the
following to be true:

(9a) P(gap=agent|voice=AV) ∼ 1

(9b) P(gap=patient|voice=PV) ∼ 1

Pizarro-Guevara & Wagers (2020) conducted a series of acceptability judgment studies to
determine whether the hypothesis given above is tenable. They manipulated whether the verb
exhibited AV or PV and whether the filler was cross-referenced by voice in three types of FGDs.
Their design is akin to what is exemplified by sentences 5a–d. The authors operationalized the
robustness of the received generalization by scaling how acceptable participants found a filler that
was not cross-referenced by voice against how acceptable they found a filler that was. They found
that the generalization was robust in AV but not in PV. When the verb exhibited AV, that was
diagnostic that the filler was associated with an agent gap. Meanwhile, when the verb exhibited
PV, the filler was not always associated with a patient gap. Some participants allowed the filler to
be associated with the agent gap. This availability seems to be mediated by the type of FGD.

These findings are consistent with observations made by Ceña & Nolasco (2011, 2012) and by
Tanaka (2016) and have been replicated and extended to the other voices ( J.S. Pizarro-Guevara &
M.Wagers,manuscript in preparation). A modification of the received generalization is as follows:
The argument that participates in FGDs is the ang-marked argument, and for some speakers,
agents may also participate in FGDs—even when not cross-referenced by voice (i.e., in UV).

3.3.2. What enhances the linkage between the filler and the gap? Voice does. To isolate
the independent contribution of voice, Pizarro-Guevara &Wagers (2020) used the stops-making-
sense (SMS) paradigm (Boland et al. 1995) and compared the time course of dependency formation
when the verb exhibited voice versus when it did not. They leveraged the fact that some gram-
matical aspects in Tagalog do not have voice but, crucially, they exhibit comparable restrictions on
FGDs. The authors compared the time course of dependency formation (a) when the verb exhib-
ited AV and when the verb was in the iterative aspect and (b) when the verb exhibited PV and when
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the verb was in the recent perfective aspect. They found that upon encountering the verb, partic-
ipants were actively associating the filler with the gap. This association happened even before the
participants had encountered the fully disambiguating coargument. Voice was recruited as an ad-
ditional cue—in the form of either greater or earlier sensitivity to plausibility mismatches in AV or
PV, respectively—to further strengthen the participants’ commitment to a correct interpretation.

In a different set of SMS experiments, Pizarro-Guevara & Wagers (2020) directly compared
the time course of dependency formation when the verb had AV and when it had PV in three types
of FGDs. They again replicated the finding that comprehenders actively associated the filler with
the gap even before the disambiguating coargument. However, the way in which voice was used
varied depending on whether it was AV or PV, and it also varied across different FGDs.

3.4. Relative Clauses

RC research has centered on the question of whether RCs involving agent gaps (agent-gap RCs),
as in example 10a, and those involving patient gaps (patient-gap RCs), as in example 10b, are
processed differently:

(10a) baboy na sumisipa ng kambing
pig that kicking.av goat

‘pig that is kicking a goat’ [Head-initial agent-gap RC]

(10b) baboy na sinisipa ng kambing
pig that kicking.pv goat

‘pig that the goat is kicking’ [Head-initial patient-gap RC]
(Pizarro-Guevara 2020)

The main line of RC research is concerned with whether agent-gap RCs are easier to process
than patient-gap RCs and, if so, how best to account for this asymmetry. A related line of research
investigates the contexts in which this asymmetry is attenuated.

Before proceeding, we note that this line of research is akin to the RC-processing research in
more familiar languages that has centered on the question of whether subject-gap RCs (SRCs)
are easier to process than object-gap RCs (ORCs) (for a review, see Lau & Tanaka 2021). We say
“akin” because, as discussed in Section 2.2, subjecthood in Philippine languages is not entirely
unproblematic. That said, following Pizarro-Guevara & Wagers (2020) and Tanaka et al. (2022),
we can reconceptualize the agent-gap advantage that we discuss below as a proper subset of the
SRC advantage that we observe in more familiar languages. We mention this to allow readers
familiar with the SRC-ORC literature to make typological comparisons.

3.4.1. The relative clause gap that corresponds to the agent is not the most frequent. In
a preliminary corpus analysis of naturally occurring Tagalog conversations, Nagaya (2019) found
that, overall, RCs involving undergoer gaps (i.e., non-agent-gap RCs) accounted for 65% of the
RCs in the corpus. This finding echoes the general prevalence of UV in the language that we saw
in Section 3.1 in simple declaratives (Cooreman et al. 1984, Garcia et al. 2021, Garcia & Kidd
2022). Nagaya also found that even though the language has four logical possibilities in terms of
head placement, as discussed in Section 2.5, the most common type of RC is headless, accounting
for around 80% of the RCs in the corpus. Among the headed RCs, approximately 15% of them
were head-initial and around 5% were head-final.

Tanaka et al. (2022) also conducted a corpus analysis of the distribution of head-initial RCs in
child-directedTagalog using a longitudinal spoken corpus (Marzan 2013).They arrived at a similar
conclusion: Patient-gap RCs are more frequent, accounting for around 71% of the head-initial
RCs in the corpus.
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3.4.2. Agent-gap relative clauses are easier to process than patient-gap relative clauses—at
least when they are head-initial. One of the core empirical findings in Tagalog RC research is
that agent-gap RCs are easier to process than patient-gap RCs. For example, Pizarro-Guevara &
Wagers (2021) used a picture selection task with confidence rating to compare how the different
RCs are processed. They found that speakers were not only more accurate and confident but also
faster at offering correct responses when encountering an agent-gap RC versus a patient-gap RC.

This core finding has been replicated in different Tagalog-speaking populations: other adults
(Bondoc et al. 2018), children (Pizarro-Guevara 2014, Tanaka et al. 2019), and individuals with
agrammatic aphasia (Bondoc et al. 2018). It is also cross-methodologically robust and has been
found using elicited imitation (Bondoc et al. 2018), character selection (Bondoc et al. 2018,
Pizarro-Guevara 2014), SMS tasks (Pizarro-Guevara & Wagers 2020), and self-paced reading
(Bondoc & Kush 2023, Pizarro-Guevara & Dillon 2022).

Pizarro-Guevara (2020) offered another piece of evidence for an agent-gap RC preference by
using how speakers process globally ambiguous RCs. They leveraged the fact that RCs with a
recent perfective verb can be either globally ambiguous between an agent-gap RC and a patient-
gap RC, as in example 11a, or unambiguously an agent-gap RC, as in example 11b. The crucial
difference here is the marking on kambing ‘goat’:

(11a) baboy na kakasipa lang ng kambing
pig that kicked.rp just goat

‘pig that the goat just kicked’
‘pig that just kicked the goat’ [Globally ambiguous RC]

(11b) baboy na kakasipa lang sa kambing
pig that kicked.rp just goat

‘pig that just kicked a goat’ [Unambiguous SRC]
(Pizarro-Guevara 2020)

When the RC was unambiguously an agent-gap RC (via the sa on the coargument), as in
example 11b, participants offered mostly agent-gap interpretations, and they did so with high
confidence. On the other hand, when the RC was globally ambiguous, as in example 11a, some
participants offered patient-gap interpretations with some degree of confidence; however, many
more offered agent-gap interpretations with high confidence.

3.4.3. The agent-gap preference may be attenuated, but its behavioral “footprint” lingers.
The core empirical insight above has been based primarily on head-initial RCs. As discussed in
Section 2.5, Tagalog also allows for other head placements. Only a few studies have ventured
beyond head-initial RCs. One such study is that by Pizarro-Guevara &Wagers (2021), who com-
pared head-initial RCs, like those in examples 10a and 10b, and their head-final counterparts, like
those in examples 12a and 12b. When the RC was head-initial, participants were not only more
accurate and confident but also faster at giving correct responses in agent-gap interpretations than
in patient-gap interpretations. However, when the RC was head-final, participants’ accuracy and
confidence provided no evidence for an agent-gap preference.Nevertheless, participants were still
faster at giving correct responses when the RC had an agent-gap interpretation versus a patient-
gap interpretation. Pizarro-Guevara & Dillon (2022) obtained similar findings using self-paced
reading:

(12a) sumisipa ng kambing na baboy
kicking.av goat that pig

‘pig that is kicking a goat’ [Head-final agent-gap RC]
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(12b) sinisipa ng kambing na baboy
kicking.pv goat that pig

‘pig that the goat is kicking’ [Head-final patient-gap RC]
(Pizarro-Guevara & Wagers 2021)

The core empirical insight above has also been based primarily on RCs with referential nouns
as coarguments, that is, where the noun inside the RC is a lexical noun. However, this is not rep-
resentative of what RCs look like in the input—it is much more common to have pronominalized
coarguments (Pizarro-Guevara 2014). Pizarro-Guevara (2020) investigated whether the agent-
gap preference emerges when the coargument is pronominalized.They looked at both head-initial
and head-final configurations, as in examples 13a–d.The pronominal coargument was licensed via
context before the RC was introduced:

(13a) buwaya na kumakagat sa kaniya
crocodile that biting.av 3sg

‘crocodile that was biting him’ [Head-initial agent-gap RC]

(13b) buwaya na kinakagat niya
crocodile that biting.pv 3sg

‘crocodile that he was biting’ [Head-initial patient-gap RC]

(13c) kumakagat sa kaniya na buwaya
biting.av 3sg that crocodile

‘crocodile that was biting him’ [Head-final agent-gap RC]

(13d) kinakagat niya na buwaya
biting.pv 3sg that crocodile

‘crocodile that he was biting’ [Head-final patient-gap RC]
(Pizarro-Guevara 2020)

Pizarro-Guevara (2020) found no evidence that participants were more accurate or confident
in head-initial RCs than in head-final RCs, and no evidence that they were more accurate or con-
fident in agent-gap interpretations than in patient-gap interpretations. Nevertheless, participants
were still faster at giving correct responses when the RC had an agent-gap interpretation than a
patient-gap interpretation. Together, these studies show that even when the agent-gap preference
is attenuated, its behavioral footprint lingers.

4. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss two themes that emerge across the different domains discussed above.
The first is that agent-first is a central organizing principle in Tagalog, as we see its influence in
many parts of the language. The second is that the PV advantage found in simple declaratives may
be better thought of as an emergent property when competing pressures, like those identified by
Kroeger (1993), converge on an optimal candidate.

4.1. Agent-First Is a Central Organizing Principle in the Language

The agent-first pressure rears its head in many other parts of the language. Above, we saw how it is
one of the ingredients for determining postverbal word order.We also saw that globally ambiguous
head-initial RCs were interpreted as agent RCsmore than as patient RCs (Pizarro-Guevara 2020).
As we discuss in the next subsection, it is also one of the ingredients necessary to derive the PV
advantage in simple declaratives.
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We can also glean how central agent-first is from errors children made when comprehending
head-initial RCs. For example, Tanaka et al. (2019) found that the most common type of error that
5- to 6-year-olds made was a thematic reversal when processing head-initial RCs.They found that
children interpreted a patient-gap RC as an agent-gap head-initial RC three times more often
than the other way around. In other words, when the head noun was a patient, children often
interpreted it as an agent. Misinterpreting an agent head noun was less common. These findings
are corroborated by an earlier study that found that the rate of reversals made by 4- to 9-year-
olds was higher, on average, in patient-gap RCs than in agent-gap RCs (Pizarro-Guevara 2014).
Similar reversal errors were also found when comprehending simple declaratives, as indicated by
participants’ accuracies in picture verification (Garcia et al. 2019) and picture selection (Garcia
et al. 2020).

Another place where agent-first plays a central role is in the interaction between voice and
FGD formation. Recall that the received generalization is that only arguments that are cross-
referenced by voice (i.e., ang-marked NPs) are able to participate in FGDs, like relativization
(Aldridge 2017, Ceña 1979, Law 2016, Rackowski & Richards 2005, Schachter 1977). However,
as discussed in Section 3.3, Pizarro-Guevara & Wagers (2020) showed that this generalization
needed to be revised. In a series of judgment studies involving three types of FGDs, they found
that, for some speakers, it is possible for arguments that are not cross-referenced by voice to
participate in FGDs—only when they are agents. These results are exemplified by the head-initial
RCs in examples 14a–d:

(14a) ang bantay na bumili ng basi
guard that bought.av rice wine

‘the guard that bought rice wine’ [Agent head noun with AV; good]

(14b) ang basi na binili ng bantay
rice wine that bought.pv guard

‘the rice wine that the guard bought’ [Patient head noun with PV; good]

(14c) ang basi na bumili ang bantay
rice wine that bought.av guard

Intended: the rice wine that the guard bought [Patient head noun with AV; bad]

(14d) ang bantay na binili ang basi
guard that bought.pv rice wine

‘the guard that bought the rice wine’ [Agent head noun with PV; good for some]
(Ceña & Nolasco 2011)

By hypothesis, people who allow agents that are not cross-referenced by voice to participate in
FGDs, as in example 14d, do so because it satisfies agent-first, even if the head noun does not
match the voice on the verb. Perhaps what is more telling is that this permissiveness is not possible
in head-final RCs.

Much like in head-initial RCs, head-final RCs where the head noun corresponds to the
argument cross-referenced by voice are accepted, as in examples 15a and 15b. Also as in head-
initial RCs, head-final RCs with a patient head noun but an AV-marked verb are categorically
bad, as in example 15c. However, unlike in head-initial RCs, head-final RCs with an agent
head noun and a PV-marked verb are also categorically bad, as in example 15d. This is true
even for those who accept example 14d. One explanation for this pattern is that an agent head
noun with a PV verb is no longer acceptable in head-final RCs because it does not satisfy the
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agent-first pressure:

(15a) ang bumili ng basi na bantay
bought.av rice wine that guard

‘guard that bought rice wine’ [Agent head noun with AV; good]

(15b) ang binili ng bantay na basi
bought.pv guard that rice wine

‘rice wine that the guard bought’ [Patient head noun with PV; good]

(15c) ang bumili ang bantay na basi
bought.av guard that rice wine

Intended: rice wine that the guard bought [Patient head noun with AV; bad]

(15d) ang binili ang basi na bantay
bought.pv rice wine that guard

Intended: guard that bought the rice wine [Agent head noun with PV; bad]
(Ceña & Nolasco 2011)

These observations were previously made by Ceña & Nolasco (2011, 2012) in the descrip-
tive literature. In a series of judgment studies, J.S. Pizarro-Guevara & M.Wagers (manuscript in
preparation) replicated the acceptability of dependencies like example 14d and the unacceptability
of dependencies like example 15d. We take these data as evidence of how central agent-first is in
Tagalog relativization.

Agent-first is a pressure that is not unique to Tagalog. In fact, it can be observed crosslinguis-
tically in both child and adult languages, including Äiwoo (Sauppe et al. 2022), Basque (Erdocia
et al. 2009),English (Ferreira 2003,MacWhinney et al. 1984), French (Sinclair &Bronckart 1972),
German (Haupt et al. 2008), Hebrew (Frankel et al. 1980), Hindi (Bickel et al. 2015), Hungarian
(MacWhinney et al. 1985), Mandarin (Huang et al. 2013, Wang et al. 2009), Ojibwe (Hammerly
et al. 2022), Spanish (Gattei et al. 2015), and Turkish (Demiral et al. 2008). These studies suggest
that the agent-first preference is a crosslinguistically robust pressure in sentence processing. The
main motivation for this preference is proposed to be an economy principle in processing: The
parser prefers the “simplest” interpretation compatible with a role-ambiguous noun (Bornkessel
& Schlesewsky 2006). Under this view, positing an agent interpretation to the first NP encoun-
tered is “simpler” because a patient argument presupposes that there is an agent argument. The
reverse is not true, however. This hypothesis is in the same vein as the thematic dependency hier-
archy proposed by Primus (1999), wherein the agent is considered as a thematically independent
role and the patient as a thematically dependent role. It is also congruent with the view espoused
by Hawkins (2014): Agent-initial structures have a processing advantage because the thematically
independent role is accessible when the dependent role is being processed, thereby resulting in a
full interpretation.

4.2. The Patient Voice Advantage Is Best Thought of as an Emergent Property
When Competing Pressures Align

In the comprehension and production of simple declaratives, researchers have found a PV (or UV,
more generally) advantage,which has also been referred to as “patient primacy” (Ceña 1977) in the
Philippine linguistic literature. This advantage has manifested behaviorally in many ways. First,
children detected mismatches to thematic assignments when the verb had PV, irrespective of word
order.When the verb had AV, they did so only when it was agent-first (Garcia et al. 2019). Second,
children’s anticipatory looks to a target picture were high when the verb had PV, irrespective of
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word order. When the verb had AV, agent-initial sentences elicited higher anticipatory looks to a
target picture, relative to agent-last sentences (Garcia et al. 2020). Third, when given a PV verb,
children were more accurate in their picture descriptions, compared with when they were given
an AV verb (Garcia et al. 2018). And finally, given a voice-marked verb and the marker of the NP,
adults and older children predicted the upcoming noun when the verb had PV, but not when it
had AV (Garcia et al. 2021).

What underlies this advantage? A straightforward hypothesis is that it boils down to frequency.
There is something intuitively appealing about this idea. After all, corpus analyses have consis-
tently shown that UV is much more frequent than AV. We saw that this is the case in simple
declaratives, when the ang-marked argument is typically not the agent (Cooreman et al. 1984;
Garcia & Kidd 2022; Garcia et al. 2019, 2021).We also saw it in reflexive dependencies, where it is
much more common to have the reflexive be ang-marked, implicating a UV-marked verb (Bondoc
et al. 2018). Under this hypothesis, Tagalog speakers are better at producing and comprehending
sentences involving PV/UV, irrespective of word order, because they are frequent in the input
and, therefore, speakers have had more practice with these sentence types—in the same spirit as
Vasilyeva et al. (2006) and Kline &Demuth (2010).However, if we reduce the advantage simply to
frequency effects, we miss a secondary generalization: When the verb had AV, participants always
performed better in the agent-initial sentences.

We take this often-overlooked generalization as part of the starting point of the PV advan-
tage and present a different hypothesis.We reconceptualize the PV advantage not as a monolithic
phenomenon but rather as a product of interactions. We hypothesize that the PV advantage is
an emergent property when competing pressures like those identified by Kroeger (1993) (e.g.,
agent-first, ang-last, and heaviness) converge on an optimal candidate. We saw in Section 3.1.4
that speakers are, at the very least, sensitive to these pressures when determining postverbal word
order. Under this hypothesis, we could think of the PV advantage as akin to a highly constrain-
ing context, where ang-last and agent-first are in alignment. This highly constraining context can
then lead to sharper predictions—in the same spirit as Kamide et al. (2003)—which might ex-
plain why children were able to detect thematic assignment mismatches, or why they had higher
proportions of anticipatory looks to a target picture when the verb had PV. We could think of
the advantage of agent-initial sentences when the verb had AV as one type of information being
prioritized over another type. Following Bondoc & Schafer (2022), we can construe agent-first
as reflecting semantic information (i.e., what these authors call “agentivity”) and ang-last as re-
flecting morphosyntactic information (i.e., what they call “pivothood”). Viewed this way, we can
think of the advantage of agent-initial sentences as semantic information being prioritized over
morphosyntactic information.

We can also view the distribution of PV/UV in corpora as a consequence of when these com-
peting pressures align. In other words, UV is more frequent because these are configurations
where both pressures are satisfied. To be maximally explicit, we are not claiming that frequency
does not have any effect in how simple declaratives are processed. What we are claiming is that
the PV advantage is simply not reducible to frequency effects but rather is best thought of as a
property that emerges when different pressures converge.

Our hypothesis is amenable to the more general claim about the connection between
production and comprehension espoused by MacDonald (2013), the Production-Distribution-
Comprehension account (PDC). The PDC identifies three principles involved in production:

� Easy first: Speakers utter words that are easy to produce.
� Plan reuse: They reuse structures that they have already encountered.
� Reduce interference: They avoid utterances where elements interfere with one another.
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These pressures skew the distributional patterns that are then used by comprehenders in
comprehension.

Under the PDC, we can think of the PV advantage in the following way. Tagalog speakers pre-
fer word orders where the agent is uttered first because they are typically animate, are conceptually
prominent, and are therefore easy to retrieve from memory.We conjecture that Tagalog speakers
might be discouraged from producing arguments in the order ang-NP ng-NP because this can be
ambiguous.5 Consequently, many productions of Tagalog speakers may contain sentences of the
shape PV ng-agent ang-patient. This shape then gets reused when describing transitive actions,
and becomes reflected in the prevalence of PV/UV in the various corpora cited above. The statis-
tical regularities are then learned by comprehenders in a way that influences their comprehension.
This could be why adults and children are able to use more reliably the information on the verb
and the argument markers in PV.

5. CONCLUSION

While this review is titled “Philippine Psycholinguistics,” we acknowledge that this is in fact too
generous a title when all we have shown, given the scope we have defined, is what we know about
sentence processing in Tagalog. We advance two ideas. First, agent-first, a crosslinguistically ro-
bust parsing preference, is also operational in Tagalog, and it rears its head in many parts of the
language. Second, what has been referred to as patient primacy in the Philippine linguistics liter-
ature is best thought of not as a monolith but rather as an emergent property of independently
motivated pressures.

A natural direction for future research would be to look at other Philippine languages: To what
extent are the results reported here Tagalog-specific? To what extent are they a general property
of Philippine languages? Another natural direction is to look at other verb-initial languages. To
date, there has been very little exploration of the commonalities between how different verb-
initial languages are processed. As we saw above, the Tagalog verb is a central figure in many
of the investigations above, as its rich morphological system is intricately connected with many
other parts of the language. Looking at other verb-initial languages where the verb is not a nexus
of linguistic cues would be important: To what extent are the results above a general property of
verb-initial languages? To what extent are they mediated by Tagalog’s rich morphological system?

Leveraging the distinctive properties of understudied languages like Tagalog benefits psy-
cholinguistics as a field because it allows us to ask more nuanced questions—whether something is
specific to a given language or a characteristic of a group of languages that share certain properties.
More importantly, it allows us language researchers to better evaluate the empirical coverage of
our proposals. A serious concern, briefly mentioned at the beginning of this review, is that many
of these proposals are based on a very narrow slice of the world’s linguistic diversity. A natural
question to ask is the extent to which our theories capture something about how humans pro-
cess language, and the extent to which they are colored by our undersampling. Only by testing
their predictions on understudied languages, especially those with properties that are not as well
characterized in the literature, can we get closer to understanding language and its use.

5Possession in Tagalog is constructed as follows: possessor ng possessum. The ng that is flanked by the pos-
sessor and the possessum is the same nominal marking used for the other argument that is not marked with
ang. Thus, a string such as kinain ang keyk ng bata can be temporally ambiguous. One interpretation is that
the child ate the cake, where ang keyk and ng bata are separate arguments. Another potential interpretation is
that someone ate the child’s cake, where ang keyk and ng bata form a constituent and are different subparts of
a complex argument. While these are prosodified differently in spoken productions, no such disambiguating
cue is available in written productions.
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